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GENERAL QUADRUPOLE SHAPES IN ,THE

INTERACTING BOSON MODEL

Amiram Leviatan

Theoretical Division, Los Almnos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545, USA

ABSTRACT

Characteristic attributes of mmlear quadrupole shapesare in-
vestigated within the algebraic framework of the Interacting
Boson Model. For eachshape the Hamiltonian is resolved into
intrinsic and collective parts, normalmodes are identified and
intrinsic states are constructed and used to estimate transition

matrix elements. Special emphasis is paid to new features (e.g.
rigid triaxiality and coexisting deformed shapes)that emerge
in the presence of three-body interactions.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a geometric description of nuclei, the type of quadrupole-shape is deter-

rnined by the values of the deformation parameters /3 >_ 0 and 0 __<7 -< 7r/3 at

the minimum of the potential-function in a Bohr Hamiltonian. 1) The shapes may

be spherical (¢? 0) or deformed (/_ > 0). The deformed shapes can be axial 1)

(7 0 prolate, 7 = 7r/3 oblate) or triaxial2-4) (0 < 7 < 7r/3). If the poten-

tial is independent of 7 the shape is referred to as 7" unstable.5) The variety of

models differ in their assumptions on the form of the potential and the inertia pa-

rameters. In the present work 6) we investigate these shapes within an alternative

• descriptive approach of the Interacting Boson Model 7) (IBM). This model involves

number-conserving interactions among monopole (s t) and quadrupole (d t) bosons.

It can accommodate all of the above shapes in one unified algebraic framework.

We employ a recently suggested method for identifying the intrinsic and collective

components of algebraic Hamiltonians and their normal modes, s-12)

The most complex pattern of rotation-vibration spectra occurs for non-axial

shapes. The detailed understanding of such shapes poses an ongoing experimental



and theoretical challenge. There are some experirnental indications for the onset

of triaxiality (e.g. energy staggering in the quasi-'), band) in transitional nuclei

(Xe, Ba A "0 130 the Ru, Pd A __ 100 -and the P't. Os A "0 190 mass regions

13-15) ). Triaxiality seems also to be relevant for transitional odd-A nuclei 16)

While dynamic "effective" 7- deformations have been studied in tile IBM with one-

andtwo- body interacti0ns 17-2°), the occurence of static "rigid" 7- deformations

requires the introduction of threc-body terms 21-22) Specific terms of this type

trove been examined in rc:ation to triaxiality, la-x4'2i-22)

2. ENERGY SURFACE

The general IBM Hamiltonian with three-body interactions is given by

L=0,2,3,4,6 L=0,2,4

• + +So +
+xolS,'o'_+b.c.]+_(_')_dt .<_+

i

Zo( 3t)3 83 (1)

Here h.c. means hermitian conjugate, d. = (-)ud_., the dot implies a scalar

product and standard notation of angular momentum coupling is used. Kt.

st (dt dt )(uc) ".-KL,. (--)UI(L,- u, GtL,u --[(dtdt)(P)dt] (L), ", = GL.. = (--)"GL.-. and '

'5the five independent aL terms chosen in (1) are (p,L) = (..,0), (0,2), (2,3), (2,4),

(4.6). Shapes parameters are introduced in the algebraic model through a coherent

state 23)

IN;/3,7 > = (N!)-'I2[b_(/3,7)]NI 0 > (2a)
1 t

b_ : (l+t32)-'l_'[13cosT.d_ +_sinT.-_(d_ +dt_.2)+s ] (2b)

which is a condensate of N bosons. The expectation value of H in this state defines

an energy surface EN(/3,')') = N(N- 1)(N - 2)[z0 + E(/3,_')] where

E(fl, "T) = (1 +/_2)-3_2 [ A/34 + B/_4 cos 2 37 + C/3a cos37

+ E/3 cos 37 + F1-f-Dfl2 (3)
l
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Fig. I. Energy surface (3) as a function of deformation 13for 7 = 0 and A =
28.4, B = -14.2, C = -100:0, D = 203.5, E = -110.2, F = 0. Energy scale is
arbitrary. Taken from re]. (6).

The shape of the energy sulfa ce is governed by 6 combinations of parameters
• 3 8

4 3z0C = -2 (_e0 + 7_5e2 + _e4), D = ,_t2 + _P0 + _P2 + _35P - , E =

2 (_- "_ f0 + w2), F = :_hx0 + Y2 - 3z0.

The equilibrium values (ft0,70) are defined by the global minimum of the

energy surface and in particular satisfy the following two extremum equations

/3[C/_5 cos37 + 2(D 3A -,-3B cos2 37 )_4 + (3E - 5C)_ a ¢os37

+ 4(r -D)/_ 2 - 3E/3 cos 37 - 2El = 0 (4a)

_3 sin 37' [2B_ a cos 37 + C/Y2 + E] = 0 (4b)

The spherical shape (ft0 =0) is always a solution of the extremum equations

(4). When it is a minimum, it can coexist with a deformed solution. The pres-

ence of both cos2 37 and cos 37 terms in the energy surfacd, (3) al].ows for triaxial

(0 < 70 < _r/3) solutions. This is a new feature not present at the !evel of one-



and two- body interactions which support only a linearcos 3")'dependence in the

energy surface. For axial deformations (70 = 0, 7r/3), eq. (4a)becomes a fifth-

order polynomial equation for/3 which cansupport doubly deformed minima. An

example of such a configuration is shown in Fig. 1. Coexisiting prolate-oblate and

axial-triaxial minima are also possible. Thesenew features open the possibility for
,

accomodating coexistence phenomena (e.g. isomer states and superdeformation).

In the triaxial case, substituting cos37 from eq. (4b) into (4a) leads to a quadratic

' equation for _2 which precludes the possibility of two coexisting deformed triax-

ial minima. When the coefficients B=C=E=0, the energy surface (3) becomes

independent of 7 with a possible deformed 7- unstableminimum.

3. INTRINSIC - COLLECTIVE RESOLUTION OF THE HAMILTONIAN

Given an IBM Hamiltonian (1) one calculates its energy surface, finds the

global minimum (/30,70) and substitutes into (2) to Obtain the intrinsic wave func-

tion for the ground-State band IN;/30,70 >. This state represents the equilibrium

shape of the nucleus and serves to resolve the IBM Hamiltonian (1) into intrin-

sic (Hint) and collective (Ht) parts (H = Hint + Ht). 9-1°) The intrinsic part

is defined to have the equilibrium condensate as an exact zero-energy eigenstate

( Hi,,tlN; _o, 7o >= 0) and to have the same energy surface as that of the full H.

The resulting Hint depends on/30,7o and can be written in the form

T'Iint(/_o = 0) =':- _Oad('ad -- 1)(rtd -2)+ _l,tnd(ad -- 1)8

+(_/_,>[_,(_+>,<+_,,+(<<>,,>][h_]
+ (I/q4)[rl4(dtdt) `'>" d t + 9sst(d '. dr)] [h.c.] (Sa)

with tid = d t" t_, the d- boson number operator. In the deformed case

Hint(_o > O,")to) -- _I [(dtdi) (2} ' di" T_= _77_oCOS3")'oSt( dt d')] [h.c,]

+_,[(<<>_,,_++,_,_,os,,o_,+>,][,_]
+_.[,+(,+,+>-_x(,'>'][,,]+:.[<,+,+>,'-,0'(.'>','][,.]

!

+_°(_,o,o+_,o,,_,>[(<<><+_,o,o,,,o,'(<<>_'>][,c] (,,>



Explicit expressions for the coeHcients r/i and {i in (5) in terms of parameters of

the Hamiltonian (1) may be found in ref. (6).

For /3o > 0 the state N;/30,70 > is deformed and contains components of

diffel:ent angular momentum. Since I-IinJ. is rotation-invariant, all states of good

angular momentum projected from IN;/30,70 > me also exact zero-energy eigen-

states of Hint. For positive coefficients, Hint becomes positive-definite with an

exactly degenerate ground-state band. Its excited states also tend to chtster into

bands. When the energy surface is independent of 7, {1 = _2 = _5 = 0 in (5b) and

Hi,t becomes an O(5) scalar.

The collect, ive part (He) is defined through the relation H = Hint + He and

by construction has a flat energy surface. Apart from constant terms of no signifi-

cance to the spectrum, it is composed of the three-body parts of rotation operators

of three types (i) Operators of the form Nda, the boson-number operator times

the quadratic Casimir operators of the groups in the chain 0(6) D O(8) D 0(3).

The generators of these orthogonal groups are _(2), p(C) (L = 1,3) for 0(6), p(L)

(L = 1,3) for 0(5) and p(1) for 0(3). Here p(C) = (dtd)(c) and g('2) =

i(dis- sid). These groups, discussed in ref. (10), correspond to "generalized" ro-

tations associated with the ft-, 7- and Euler-ang!es degrees of freedom respectively.

(ii) Operators of the form fi_0a. Operators in classes (i) and (ii) are diagon_ in

the 0(5) quantum number r. (iii) Operators of the form [II(2).(H(=)H(2)) (2)+h.c.],

(At= +l,J:a);(P(_)P(11)(2).II(2), (Ar=+I);p(2).(P(1)p(1))(_), (At =0+2)

and {i[(P(2)P(a)) ('2)-(p(a)p(2))(2)] .[(2) + b.c.}, (At = -t-1,4-3), Here II (2) =

(dis + s*(t) and the corresponding O(5) selection rules are indicated for each oper-

ator. Only operators of type (i) occur at the two-body level._Operators of classes

(ii) and (iii) are outside the 0(6) chain and are new features of the three-body

level. For large-N, operators of class (ii) modify the moments of inertia of rotation-

operators in class (i). Operators in class (iii) allow for r mixing in the eigenstates

of the full Hamiltonian (even if the intrinsic Hamiltonian is an 0(5)scalar). In

general H_ and Hint do not commute, so Hc carl mix as well as shift and split the

bands generated by Hint.



4.NORMAL MODES

To discuss excitation modes, one introduces five additional deformed bosons

to, complement b_ (2b), in forming a complete orthonormal basis b_(,8,7) i=

c, fl; V, x, y, z s,lo} .

,,.

1 d_ + dr2) Zst,] , (6a)bt =(1+/32)-'/2[cos?.d_+sinT.-_( -

bt = 1 (4 +d* (6b)-t _ -2) - sin'/'

.1_ 1 1
bt - x/2(d_+dt'); b; -- --vlb(di - dt-i) ; bt ----(d_-dt2)v/._. (6c)

,_ The "appropriate" basis for a given Hamiltonian is obtained from dynamic con-

siderations by selecting in (2b) and in (6) the equilibrium deformation parameters

(/30,3'0) of H. As discussed in ref. (10), the deformed bosons in (6) represent ex-

. citations of the condensate N;/30,3'0 > (2) which involve /3-7 vibrations and x,
,

tj, z rota{ions. For large boson number these exciations are obtained by replacing

a condensate boson in the equlibrium condensate by orthogonal members of the

"appropriate" basis: b_bclN;/30; 70 >,i ¢ c. Some care is required in the deformed

case. Consider acting on the equilbrium condensate with the generators of 0(3)

rotations Jx, Jr, J: (obtained in the ususal way from the spherical tensor fornl of

tile angular momentum operator jO)= _/rf-d(dt_)(1)).

271"

Jx N;/3o,% > --, /3osin(%- --_)'b_bclN;_o,7o> (7a)
47r

Jy 1¥; _'o, % > _ Zo sin(7o - ---_-). b_l,clN;,8o, 70 > (7b)

J_.IN;/3o, 70 > "-' /30sin 70' b_b_lN; /30,70 > (7c)

Since Hi.t is an 0(3) scalar, it commutes with the above J_ (a = x,y,z). It

follows that when J_lN;/3o,To > does not vanish, it produces a state different

but degenerate with the exact ground state lhr;/_0,7o> of Hint. In such a case,
,,

as seen from (7), the replacement of a condensate boson in IN;/30,70 > by the

corre,_ponding b_ results in a "spurious" rather than an intrinsic excitation, This is

a ,dgnature of spontaneous symmetry breaking which occurs when the ground state
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has a lower symmetry than the Hamiltonian. Here Hint is rotational invariant,

yet when ft0 > 0 its exact ground state IN;ft0,70 > is deformed and does not

have a well defined angular momentum. The corresponding b_ would then be

the Goldstone boson associated with the spontaneously broken symmetry. When

Hint is an 0(5) scalar, it commutes with the generators of 0(5) rotations, and in

particular with J'r = i[(d*d)_ 3) (d*ct)(-a_]' Since

j, N;_0,_0> ~ Z0.b;bolN;Z0,_0>, (Td)

0(5) symmetry is spontaneously broken and in addition to the x, y, z bosons, also
]

the 7- boson becomes a Goldstone mode. We thus see that in some circumstances

dictated by symmetries of the Hamiltonian and by the location of its global min-

imum in the cnergy surface, some members of the basis (6) represent genuine

intrinsic modes while other represent "spurious" Goldstone modes. The distinc-

tion betwen these two types of modes is most clearly seen in the normal modes

analysis to be discussed below.

rib identify the normal modes appropriate to a givenshape, one rewrites

Hi,,t in terms of the basis b_(/30,7o) with the equilibrium deformation parameters

(_0,3'0) and performs a Bogoliubov treatment. To leading order in N, this amounts

to approximating the b_ and bc operators by the c-number v/-N. The resulting

!eading-order Bogoliubov images of Hint (denoted HiBt) axe listed below.

For a spherical shape

B
Hin,(Zo = O) = e E d_d" (Sa)

#

e, = r]2N_ (Sb)

For axially deformed prolate (_'0 = 0) and oblate (% = 7r/3) shapes

HiB,(_0 > 0, 70 :: 0) = Az(btb_)+ )_.y(b_b.y+ b_b,) (9a)

Hin,(_0 > 0,'_0 7r/3) = )+ + b_

,_ = N2_o2[(2(,/7+ 18_'2/7+ 4(4+ (5)/3o2+ 4{a]/(1+/_o2) (9c)

_ = 9_N_0_(_+ _0_)-_ (9d)



For a triax, icl shape(0 < 70 < 7r/3)

Hi,B,t(/3o> 0, 0 < 70 < 7r/3) = m_(b_b_)+ m_.t(btb_ + b_b_)-t-ro.rr(bib.r)
,

= A_wt_.w_+ A+w_w+ (1Oa)

rn_a = N2/3i[2/5o2 cos2 37o . (_, + 9_2)/7 + 4(_3 + (4/3g)]/(1 +/3o2),

m_.y = 3N2( 1-t,_)-a/2/34sin670'0 (_1 + 3(2)/7, .

nt-rr = 18N2(1 + #]_),2#_o4sin2 370' (_, + _2)/7 (10b)

Diagonalization of the 2 x 2 matrix produces the normal modes

w f_ = (1 -4-7/2)-'/2(,/b_ + b_) (11a)

wf_l.= (1 + rl2)-'/2(b_ - rlb{) (11b)i

with frequencies A , A+ respectively and a mixing parameter 7/given by

A+ = (rhea + ,n.r.Yi M)/2 (12a)

2.m_= (12b)7/ - A- M

A = m._-rn,_, M = V/A 2+4m_. r (12c)

For a 7- unstable shape

B ,

Hint(_0 > 0,70 arbitrary) = A_(b_bz) (13a)

A_ = 4N2/J02(_3+ _4#_02)/(1+ #_02) (13b)

In each of the cases considered in (8)-(13), b_ - b_(Z0,'Y0).

In the spherical case the condensate is an angular-momentum zero state com-

posed of s bosons only. No symmetry is broken in IN; ft0 = 0 > and all the five

components of the quadrupole boson d_ are intrinsic excitations modes of equal

frequency e (8). For the deformed cases (#_0 > 0) some members of the basis (6)

are missing from HiBt(#_0 > 0). These are Goldstone bosons associated with spon-

taneously broken symmetries in the condensate. For axial configurations (9), the



Goldstone bosons (x-y for 7o = 0, x-z for 70 = 7r/3) _e associated with the broken

generators of rotations about directions perpendicular to the symmetry axis. The

intrinsic modes are the one-dimensional 3 mode and the two-dimensional 7 mode.

The latter is composed of the 7- boson and the boson associated with the unbro-

ken generator of rotations about the Symmetry-axis (z for 7o = 0, y for 70 =_rr/3.

Note that in eqs. (7) Jz N;/3o, 70 0 >= JylN; So, 7o = 7r/3 >= 0). For a triaxial

configui'ation (10), all three z-y-z rotations are broken in the condensate resulting

in three Goldstone bosons and two intrinsic modes w_ (11). Each of the intrinsic

modes is composed of a particular combination of/3- and 7- bosons with a mixing

parameter 77(12b). The symmetric combination is lower in energy than the anti-

symmetric one for 71> 0 (assuming _1 + 3_2 > 0, this occurs for 0 <. 7o < 7r/6).

For 77= 0 (e.g. 7o = 7r/6), the 3 mode is decoupled from the 7 mode. Whenq

.the equlibrium shape is 7- unstable, i.e the energy surface is independent of 7,

the intrinsic Hamiltonian (Sh) becomes an 0(5) scalar and the 0(5) symmetry

is spontaneously broken in the condensate. As a result the 7 boson acquires the

status of a Goldstone boson and together with the x-y-z bosons is missing from

Hi_ t (13). Only the /_- boson survives irt this case as an intrinsic mode; In each

of the cases considered above, the normal-mode frequencies are positive at a local

minimum. Their explicit expressions provide a large-N estimate for the position

of the bands generated by Hint. The Bogilubov image of H_ contributes to shifts

in the normal-mode frequencies as well as to the mixing parameter rI (12b) in tile

triaxial case.

5. BAND STRUCTURE

The equilibrium condensate tN;fl0, 70 > (2) serves as an intrinsic state for

the ground band. For large-N, intrinsic states representing excited bands, can

be constructed by replacing a condensate-boson in the equilibrium condensate

IN;/30, _'0 > (2) by an orthogonal intrinsic (not a Goldstone) boson. This leads to
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the following expressions

spherical shape', lhd = 1 > = d_sIN;/3o = 0 > (14a)

axialshape' I(i)> = b!bcN;7o =0,7r/3> i-/3,7 (14b)

7 - unstable, shape' fl > = b_bc N; 70 arbitrary > (14c)

tria.xialshape' [(ZT)+ > = w_bc[N;70 ¢ 0,7r/3 > (14d)

Rotational members in the ground '(g) or excitedbands are obtained by projec-

tion. Each shape imposes a different rotational- content of intrinsic states. In

the spherical case (Fig. 2a) the lowest states have the familiar 0+,2 +, (0+, 2+,4 +)

pattern of a spherical vibrator. For mxiMly deformed shapes (Fig. 2b) tile ground

and/3 Bands have angular-momentum projection K=0 on tile symmetry axis and

contain rotation states with J=0,2,4 .... The 7-band has K=2 c-rodJ=2,3,4... For

a "7- unstable shape (Fig. 2c) the rotationM states of the ground _ld 3 bands

are arranged in O(5) r-multiplets (r = 0, 1,2...) with particular multiplicities of

angular momentum J = 2A, 2A - 2, 2A 3, ...,_ + 1, ,_With r = 3nA ..-,_ and nzx, ,_

are non-negative integers. In _he triaxial case (Fig. 2d), K is not preserved and

each of the bands has (J-t- 2)/2 states for J even and (J- 1)/2 states for J odd.

This is precisely the angular momentum content of the intrinsic states (2) and (14)

for large N.

The multiplicites of angUlar momentum states in a band and their structure

varies for differnet values of (/_,7) characterizing the shapes. This is illustrated

in the following simple example involving J = 0 + states of a three-boson system.

For N=3, there are three such states whose structure can be expressed in terms of

basis wavefunctions of good d-boson number (hd) and good 0(5) symmetry (r).

Specifically, l(0,0,0) >=(6.)-'/2(st) 3 0 >, (2,0,0) >= (2)-l/2st(dtdt)(°)O>and

1(3,0,0) >= (6)-l/2[(dtdt)(2)dt] (°)0 >. We have denoted the 3 states by their

(hd, r, J)quantum numbers. These basis states are, respectively, the eigenstates

of the first, second and third J = 0+ states for a spherical shape when the corre-

sponding H,,,t(_ = 0) conserves hd. In the axially deformed case (_, = 0 or rr/3)

and the triaxial case (0 < 7 < _r/3), The J = 0+ ground state of Hi,,t(/3 > 0, 7) is





that projected from the corresponding condensate (with N = 3). Its wave-function

is

lJ=0 + >0¢ [l(0,0,0)> +__21(2,0,0)>-_5f13cos371(3,3,0) >] (15a)

where the subscript (g) indicates that the state belongs to the ground band. The

remaining two excited J = 0 + states involve a mixture of the following wave

functions

I_a > 0¢ 1(2,0,0) > - _21(0,0, 0) > (15b)

> + 3,o/>I 'kI'tbI

lm*

In the "7-unstable case, tile states have good 0(5) symmetry r. As a consequence,

the ground-state wave function (listed below) is the J = 0+, r = 0 component

projected from the condensate

IJ=0 + >oc [(0,0,0)> +_-_fl2,(2,0,0)>] (16)

A second J = 0+ state belonging to the ground band has r = 3 (see Fig. 2c) and

therefore, in this simple example, its wave-function must be 1(3,3,0) >. The third

J = 0+ belongs to the ft- band and has the wave function I_, > (15b) with r = 0.

It is important to note that the character of the states is different for each

shape. Thus, as shown schematically in Figs. 2, the second 2+ state is vibrational

for ft0 = 0 (hd = 2), it belongs to the 7 vibrational-band for/30 > 0, 70 = 0 or rr/3,

it is an 0(5) rotational state (r = 2) of the equilibrium -),-unstable shape and it is

a rotatiomt state of the triaxial ground-state shape.

6. INTRINSIC MATRIX ELEMENTS AND SIGNATURES FOR SHAPES

Using expressions (14) one can evaluate intrinsic matrix elements of transition

operators in the limit of large boson-number. This has been done for axial and
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7-unstable configurations in refs. (24-25). Here we confine the discussion to tile

triaxial case. The IBM one- body E2 operator T (2) is proportional to [dts +std+

x(dt0_) (2) 1. Denoting OK =< N;/3, 7 T},2)[N; _, 7 > we get

V/_Q2__ = sin7 +_/3sin(27)
_ 1 7 _

Q0 -  os(2-r)
.,

with _" = x/_i'4. Similar expressions can be derived for interband intrinsic E2

matrix elements including two-body terms in theE2 operator.

The question arises how to identify the underlying nuclear shape from exper-

imental observables. The problem is particular acute for distinguishing the two

types of non-axial shapes namely, the 7- unstable and the 7- rigid shapes. It was

pointed out in refs. (13-14) that for a 7- unstable shape the energy staggering in

the quasi 7 band is of the form 2+, (3+,4+), (5+16 +) etc. (see Fig. 2c). This

has to do with the proximity in energy of levels in the same r- multiplet. In

contrast, for a triaxial shape the states do not have good 0(5) symmetry r, and

the energy staggering is more of the form (2+,3+), (4+,5+), etc. (see Fig. 2d).

B(E2) values for transitionsbetween the quasi _, band and the even-J yrast band

(i.e. 0+, 2_t',4+,6+,...) go as 1/J for a 7- unstable shape, but as 1/J 2 for a rigid

triaxial shape 26). All these aspects concern the rotational states in the ground

band of the non axial shapes. Works within the asymmetric-rotor model with _q

and 7 vibrations4) have emphasized the importance of zero-spin excited states (be-

longing to different intrinsic bands) and E0 transitions for distinguishing different

models 27). Apart from an insignificant constant, the IBM one-body E0 operator

T(EO) is proportional to fid and satisfies the selection rules _ nd= zbr = O. As

such, it cannot connect the 0 + ground-s_ate to the first two excited 0+ states in

the nal-preserving spherical limit, nor to the second excited 0+ state in the axially-

deformed case (which is the bandhead of the (/_/_) or (77) K=0 bands), nor to the

first excited 0+(r = 3) state in the 7-unstable case. In the triaxial case, the second

and third 0+ states are the bandheads of the symmetric and antisymmetric (/37)+

bands and both can be connected by E0 transitions to the ground-state. The ratio

J
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(

of intrinsic matrix elements for such transitions is

< (/_7)- [T(.EO) (g) >
= r/ (18)

< (_7)+ IT(EO)I(g)>

It is directly related to the :mixing parameter 77(12b) which determines the struc-

ture of the corresponding intrinsic modes (11). The selectivity of E0 transitions

may be used as a signature for different shapes. It should be noted however, that

in case two-body terms are present in the E0 operator, they may alter the char-

acteristic featuresdiscussed aoove (e.g. the term [(dtdt) (2). dis + h.c.] can induce

E0 transitions with Ar = +1, +3).

7. SUMMARY

We have discussed the underlying intrinsic and collective structure of gen-

eral quadrupole nuclear shapes within the IBM framework. We have in particu-

lar emphasized the new ingredients that maycome into play with the inclusion

of three-body interactions, among which are triaxial configurations, coexisting

doubly-deformed minima and generalized rotationterms in the collective Hamil-

tonian. The selectivity of E0 transitions was mentioned as as a possible signature

for different shapes. The procedure presented in this work, identifies the normal

modes and frequencies for a given quadrupole shape, and most importantly, the

resulting intrinsic modes are decoupled from the "spurious" Goldstone modes. The

method provides a criterion for choosing algebraic Hamiltonians with a prescribed

band-structure and modes. The computational simplicity of the IBM through di-

agonalization of finite dimensional matrices, combined with the geometric physical

insight discussed in the present work, constitute a useful tool for studying nuclear

shapes and in particular exploring the 7 degree of freedom in nuclei.

The bulk of this work was done in collaboration with Bin Shao and was

supported by the U.S. Department of Energy.
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